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Abstract—With the new emerging throughput-intensive ultra-
low latency applications, there is a need for a transport layer
protocol that can achieve high throughput with low latency.
One promising candidate is TCP BBR, a protocol developed
by Google, with the aim of achieving high throughput and low
latency by operating around the Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP)
of the bottleneck link. Google reported significant throughput
gains and much lower latency relative to TCP Cubic following
the deployment of BBR in their high-speed wide area wired
network. As most of these emerging applications will be sup-
ported by Millimeter Wave (mmWave) wireless networks, BBR
should achieve both high throughput and ultra-low latency in
these settings. However, in our preliminary experiments with
BBR over a mmWave wireless link operating at 60 GHz, we
observed a severe degradation in throughput that we were able
to attribute to high delay variation on the link. In this paper, we
show that “throughput collapse” occurs when BBR’s estimate
of minimum RTT is less than half of the average RTT of the
uncongested link (as when delay jitter is large). We demonstrate
this phenomenon and explain the underlying reasons for it using
a series of controlled experiments on the CloudLab testbed. We
also present a mathematical analysis of BBR, which matches our
experimental results closely. Based on our analysis, we propose
and experimentally evaluate potential solutions that can overcome
the throughput collapse without adding significant latency.

Index Terms—TCP, BBR, Congestion Control, 5G, Millimeter
Wave, RTT

I. INTRODUCTION

Many throughput-intensive ultra-low latency applications
are emerging that require high throughput in the range of
100 Mbps to a few Gbps [1] and latency in the range of
1 to 10 ms [2], including augmented reality/virtual reality
(AR/VR), tactile Internet, autonomous driving, and eHealth.
To meet the stringent latency and capacity requirements of
these applications, Internet Service Providers are pushing ap-
plication servers close to the end-users [3], and are considering
Millimeter Wave (mmWave) links in future cellular networks
for the large available bandwidth that they offer [4]. However,
mmWave links are highly intermittent, and experience frequent
handovers due to blockages [5], [6], which can result in
large, rapid variations in the Round Trip Time (RTT) and
severe performance degradation [7]. To satisfy the Quality of
Service requirements of throughput-intensive ultra-low latency
applications, transport layer protocols need to consider the
unique RTT characteristics of these links [8].

The default TCP protocol adopted by current Linux-based
systems is TCP Cubic, a loss-based congestion control al-

gorithm which aims to achieve high throughput [9]. Cubic
and any other loss-based congestion control algorithms aim
to completely fill the bottleneck buffer, which may lead to a
high queueing delay [10] that is detrimental for throughput-
intensive ultra-low latency applications. It is well known from
the classic paper of Kleinrock [11] that a TCP congestion
control algorithm can achieve full throughput with the lowest
possible latency if the maximum number of packets allowed in
flight is equal to the Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP), which
is the product of the bottleneck link capacity and the link’s
round trip delay excluding queueing delay.

In 2016, Google proposed a new congestion control al-
gorithm, Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip propagation
time (BBR), that aims to achieve high throughput with the
minimum possible latency by operating around the BDP.
BBR estimates the bottleneck bandwidth and the round-trip
propagation time of the link in different phases [12], then
sets the congestion window (CWND) to a constant multiple
of the estimated BDP. BBR also uses pacing to maintain the
inter-departure time of consecutive packets based upon the
estimated bottleneck bandwidth to avoid queueing delay. A
throughput gain of 2 to 133 times and simultaneous reduction
in latency relative to TCP Cubic was reported by Google
following the implementation of BBR in Google’s data centers
and high-speed wide area networks (such as B4) [12].

While BBR has been successfully deployed in large-scale
wired networks, wireless links introduce new challenges for
BBR. Underlying BBR’s approach to BDP estimation is the
assumption that the minimum RTT observed on the link
is a good estimate of the typical RTT when there is no
congestion, and that congestion is the main source of added
delay above this minimum RTT. On wireless links, however,
large RTT variations often occur for reasons other than conges-
tion, including scheduling and error correction at the medium
access control layer, buffering within the cellular network, and
handover procedures [13], [14]. Therefore, on wireless links
the minimum RTT is not necessarily a good estimate of the
typical RTT when there is no congestion.

Problems with BBR on wireless links were confirmed by
Beshay et al. [15], who compared several congestion control
algorithms on emulated LTE traces and showed that BBR
does not perform well in scenarios where variations in the
link RTT is high, i.e., BBR fails to simultaneously achieve
high throughput and low latency. We observed this problem
ourselves when using BBR on a prototype 5G mmWaveISBN 978-3-903176-16-4 c© 2019 IFIP
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wireless backhaul link operating at 60 GHz [16], and we
identified high delay variation (relative to the mean RTT) as
the link characteristic causing the problem. This is a concern
because it is expected that many 5G mmWave links and other
future wireless and wired links will operate in a low-delay
but high-delay variation regime [17]. Recent updates to BBR
address some of the issues observed on wireless links, but
there are still scenarios where BBR has severe throughput
degradation due to RTT variation.

In this paper, we present an analytical and experimental
evaluation of BBR in an ultra-low latency network which
may experience high delay variation. Our experimental results
show that the network performance may degrade when such
delay variations are present. Moreover, we justify the observed
degradation over an RTT varying link using an analytical
model. The key contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Motivated from our preliminary experiments over a

mmWave link operating at 60 GHz, we conduct con-
trolled experiments with delay variation on the CloudLab
testbed. We show that throughput collapse occurs in BBR
when the minimum RTT estimate falls below half of the
average uncongested RTT. This causes CWND to drop
below the actual uncongested BDP of the link, leading to
CWND exhaustion events that cause BBR’s bottleneck
bandwidth estimate to collapse.

• To explain the throughput and bandwidth estimate col-
lapse, we present a mathematical model that closely
models the minimum RTT and the bandwidth estimate for
different jitter values, and predicts that both throughput
and bandwidth estimates will collapse when the minimum
RTT falls below half of the average uncongested RTT.

• Based on our analysis, we argue that correcting the
bottleneck link bandwidth or minimum RTT estimates
should alleviate CWND exhaustion events, and thereby,
throughput and bandwidth estimate collapse. Our prelim-
inary implementation shows that with these corrections,
BBR can mitigate throughput and bandwidth estimate
collapse without adding significant latency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We sub-
stantiate the effect of RTT variation on BBR performance in
Section II. A mathematical analysis that explains the through-
put and bandwidth estimate collapse in BBR is presented in
Section III. Based on our analysis, we present and evaluate
possible solutions in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes
with directions for future work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF BBR WITH RTT
VARIATION

In this section, we demonstrate the effect of RTT variation
on BBR performance using a series of controlled experiments
conducted on the CloudLab [18] testbed. We also use these
experiments to explain and validate the underlying reason for
the performance degradation.

First, we describe the experiment scenario. The experimen-
tal topology includes a TCP source, TCP sink, a link emulator,
and a router as shown in Fig. 1. All nodes run Ubuntu Linux

TCP Source TCP SinkEmulator Router

Fig. 1: Experiment setup: the emulator adds delay and delay
variation. The link between the router and the TCP sink is the
bottleneck link with capacity 1 Gbps.

18.04. The bottleneck link is between the router and the TCP
sink, and has a capacity of 1 Gbps in both directions; other
links in the topology have a capacity several times greater
than this. The bottleneck link buffer capacity is 1000 packets,
a value that is sufficiently large to avoid packet drops for our
experiment settings. The propagation delay between the TCP
source and TCP sink is approximately 75 µs. Using the netem
tool, we add a normally distributed delay with a mean of 5
ms and standard deviation (jitter) in the range of 0 ms to 1.5
ms with a step of 0.25 ms at the emulator. At the TCP source,
we evaluate two versions of BBR by loading different Linux
kernels: BBR2016 is from the Linux kernel version 4.12, which
has an implementation of BBR that is essentially identical to
the first version introduced in 2016, and BBR2019 is from the
Linux kernel version 5.1-rc3 and was most recently updated
in January 2019. In each experiment, we generate a single 90-
second bulk TCP flow from the TCP source to the TCP sink,
and record the flow throughput as well as key parameters of
BBR such as the bottleneck link bandwidth estimate, minimum
RTT estimate, and CWND.

Fig. 2 shows the mean values of the bottleneck link
bandwidth estimate, minimum RTT estimate, CWND, and
TCP throughput with different jitter values (0 ms to 1 ms)
for BBR2016 and BBR2019. We first consider BBR2016. From
Fig. 2(d), we observe that the throughput of the TCP flow is
close to the link capacity (1 Gbps) when the delay jitter is
small, but as the jitter increases, it “collapses” to a very small
value. Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b), and Fig. 2(c) offer several clues
regarding the reason for the throughput collapse. We note that
the throughput collapse occurs along with a similar collapse
in the bottleneck bandwidth estimate (Fig. 2(a)). Furthermore,
as per Fig. 2(c), the collapse occurs when the CWND drops
below the link BDP, which in this scenario is approximately
450 MSS (maximum segment sizes). Finally, from Fig. 2(b)
we observe that the collapse occurs when the jitter is large
enough so that the minimum RTT estimate is less than half of
the value it is supposed to estimate (the mean RTT of the link
when there is no congestion). In summary, when the minimum
RTT estimate is less than half of what it should be, the CWND
(which in BBR2016 is supposed to be double the estimated
BDP) drops below the link BDP, and the bottleneck bandwidth
estimate and flow throughput collapse.

Ordinarily, BBR’s sending rate is controlled mostly by
pacing, which in turn is set by the bottleneck bandwidth
estimate. However, when the CWND is less than the true
BDP of the link, BBR is not able to send at the pacing rate
due to CWND exhaustion (see Fig. 3). This will eventually
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Fig. 2: The bottleneck link bandwidth estimate, minimum RTT, CWND, and throughput in BBR2016 and BBR2019: in an RTT
varying link, BBR2019 improves the bandwidth estimate as it alleviates CWND exhaustion events by maintaining higher CWND,
which reduces throughput loss. In BBR2019, a higher CWND is maintained irrespective of lower BDP.

Not allowed to transmit, if CWND is exhausted

TCP
Source

TCP
Sink

Not allowed to transmit if CWND is exhausted

TCP
Source

TCP
Sink

Fig. 3: An example of CWND exhaustion: If ACKs are delayed
at the TCP receiver and CWND gets exhausted as it is now
below the actual uncongested link BDP, the TCP sender is not
allowed to send packets. This results in the incorrect estimation
of the bottleneck link bandwidth.

lead to a lower estimate of the bottleneck link bandwidth, and
in response to that, the sending rate and CWND will be re-
duced accordingly. This will in turn increase the likelihood of
subsequent instances of CWND exhaustion, which will result
in a further drop in the bottleneck link bandwidth estimate
and the sending rate, which explains the sharp throughput and
bandwidth estimate collapse observed in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(d)
in BBR2016.

The explanation of TCP BBR behavior around the cliff
where throughput starts dropping (see Fig. 5(c) for jitter values
between 0.5 ms to 1.25 ms) will be provided in Section III.

BBR2019 tries to decrease the impact of delay variation by
maintaining a higher CWND as compared to BBR2016. By
conducting experiments with the same settings as previously
used, we found that the CWND value in BBR2019 is slightly
higher (200 MSS for most of the jitter values) than BBR2016
(see Fig. 2(c)). However, at high jitter values, CWND in both
BBR2016 and BBR2019 collapses. Note that for zero jitter in
BBR2016, BBR2016 maintains a significantly higher CWND
value and never exits the startup phase, i.e. a CWND and
pacing gain of 2/ ln 2 are always maintained. We suspect this
happens as a result of a bug in the BBR2016 source code, but
we do not claim this with full certainty.

The higher value of CWND in BBR2019 alleviates the ob-

served issue in BBR2016 by reducing the likelihood of CWND
exhaustion events, which results in the higher bottleneck link
bandwidth estimate and throughput observed in Fig. 2(a) and
Fig. 2(d). However, even with the changes implemented in
BBR2019, BBR loses around 95% of its throughput in the
high delay variation (jitter) regime (see Fig. 2(d)). We should
mention that the increase in CWND in BBR2019 was not aimed
at obtaining correct estimates of the bottleneck link bandwidth
and minimum RTT (see Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b)), but due to
the many changes that have been implemented in BBR since
2016, to address ACK aggregation, etc., which we will not
document in this work.

In the next section, to explain the throughput and the
bottleneck bandwidth estimate collapse in BBR, we develop
a simple mathematical model that closely matches the ob-
servations from experiments conducted over our testbed on
CloudLab. In general, our mathematical model predicts when
throughput and bottleneck bandwidth estimate collapse will
occur, given the average RTT of the TCP session and the
jitter distribution. Our mathematical model also estimates the
expected value of minimum RTT in a delay varying scenario.
Note that our mathematical model is developed for BBR2016
but can be extended for the latest BBR version by considering
all the changes made.

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this Section, we present a mathematical analysis to
explain the throughput loss observed with link RTT varia-
tion. BBR is designed to operate at the BDP in order to
achieve the maximum throughput with the minimum possible
latency. In order to correctly estimate BDP, BBR uses four
different phases to estimate the bottleneck link bandwidth and
the minimum RTT. In the first phase, called the Bandwidth
Estimation Phase, BBR uses slow start to quickly estimate
the bottleneck link bandwidth. In the second phase, called the
Drain Phase, BBR quickly empties the queue that was built
up during bandwidth estimation phase to find the minimum
RTT of the TCP connection. Upon the completion of these
two phases, BBR obtains the initial BDP estimate of the
bottleneck link and enters the steady state. After entering the
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Fig. 4: Four Phases of TCP BBR: first two phases are used
to estimate the BDP of the bottleneck link and the later
two phases continuously update the available capacity at the
bottleneck link and its minimum RTT to keep adjusting the
sending rate and the CWND by calculating BDP. The inter-
departure time of the packets and CWND can be adjusted
before the completion of the bandwidth probe cycle if a higher
delivery rate sample is observed during this period. In this
paper with a single flow, we assumed that such events may be
rare and assume that the inter-departure time of packets and
CWND are adjusted only after a bandwidth probe cycle.

steady state, BBR constantly obtains new bandwidth estimates
in the Bandwidth Probe Phase (where it spends approximately
98% of the time) and new minimum RTT values in the Probe
RTT Phase (with a duration of 200 ms), if the minimum RTT
was not updated in the last 10 seconds. A simple diagram to
illustrate all of the four phases of BBR is presented in Fig. 4.

A. Bandwidth Estimation Phase

The objective of the first phase (Bandwidth Estimation
phase) of BBR is to estimate the bandwidth of the bottleneck
link. At the beginning of this phase, the BBR transmitter

sends 10 packets and waits for the acknowledgement. Once the
sender receives an ACK, it computes an initial estimate of the
link bandwidth, say BWini as the ratio of the number of bytes
sent during the RTT. The initial packet inter-departure time
is then computed as ∆tini = 1/BWini (packets/sec)1. After
obtaining the initial bandwidth estimate, BBR uses binary
search to correctly estimate the bandwidth of the bottleneck
link. BBR does this by constantly reducing the inter-departure
time of packets by a factor of γ=2, after every RTT duration.
This is known as the transmission gain or gain in the sending
rate. At the same time, CWND is increased by the same factor,
i.e. γ, such that the packet transmission rate is not limited by
the CWND.

Every time BBR receives the acknowledgment (ACK) of a
packet P , it obtains the delivery rate as:

dP =
B[tP ]− B[tC ]

tP − tC
, (1)

where B[tC ] is the number of bytes acknowledged just before
the transmission of packet P , B[tP ] is the number of bytes
acknowledged until the reception of the ACK corresponding
to packet P , tP is the packet P ACK reception time, and
tC was the time the last ACK is received, just before the
transmission of packet P . Until the link capacity is reached,
the delivery rate increases approximately by a factor of two
after every RTT duration, since the sending rate is doubled.
When the observed gain in the delivery rate is less than 1.25
for 3 consecutive RTT durations, the bandwidth estimation
phase ends, and the observed delivery rate is set to be the
initial estimate of the bottleneck link bandwidth.

As the Bandwidth Estimation Phase is only needed to
estimate the bottleneck link capacity BWBEP when the TCP
BBR session starts, and it does not have a significant impact
on the performance of the rest of the TCP BBR session, we
will not focus on this phase.

B. Drain Phase
Once the initial estimate of the bottleneck link bandwidth

(BWBEP) is obtained, BBR enters the Drain Phase. In this
phase, after every RTT duration, the packet sending rate is
reduced by a factor of γ = 2, to deplete the queue that has
been built up during the Bandwidth Estimation Phase. When
there are no packets left in the queue, and a reduction in the
packet transmission rate does not result in further reduction of
the RTT, the RTT at this stage is considered to be the estimate
of minimum RTT, RTT

∧
2.

Using the minimum RTT estimate, the initial BDP is
estimated as:

BDPini = BWBEP ×RTT
∧

(2)

Again, as the duration of Drain Phase is quite small and
may not have much significance over the duration of the TCP
session, we will not focus on this phase either.

1Whenever the inter-departure time of packets is computed, we convert the
bandwidth estimate into packets per second.

2We refer to the true minimum RTT as RTTmin, while RTT
∧

is an estimate
of RTTmin.
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C. Bandwidth Probe Phase

Recall from our previous discussion in the Bandwidth
Estimation Phase that at the reception of each ACK, BBR
computes the delivery rate using (1). Thereafter, it estimates
the bottleneck link bandwidth as the maximum of delivery rate
samples over ten RTT periods. BBR continuously updates the
bottleneck link bandwidth estimate using this sliding window
of 10. At the same time, as BBR also keeps updating the
minimum RTT at the reception of ACKs, it uses the bandwidth
and the minimum RTT estimate to update the BDP and the
CWND. Note that in this phase, BBR maintains approximately
constant sending rate, i.e., a pacing gain of one is maintained.
However, BBR occasionally increases its pacing gain, γ, to
1.25 to probe for more bandwidth and then decreases it to 0.75
to achieve a lower RTT by emptying any queue built up during
the increased sending rate cycle. Note that when the bottleneck
link is shared by multiple TCP flows, the start of a new TCP
session or the end of an existing TCP session may impact the
available bandwidth and the minimum RTT. BBR maintains
these pacing gains to probe for such events. We neglect these
occasional pacing gain cycles as we have considered a single
TCP flow in this work. Furthermore, for simplicity, we assume
the best case scenario where BBR correctly estimates the
bottleneck bandwidth in the bandwidth estimation phase.

Now, to develop a sound understanding, let us start with the
simpler case of a stable link with no RTT variation when it is
uncongested. Assume that the bottleneck bandwidth estimate
in the first phase is BWBEP, then the inter-departure time of
packets is calculated as ∆t = 1/BWBEP, where BWBEP is
converted from bytes/sec to packets/sec. Consider a packet
P , and assume that the TCP source sends P at time t0 and
receives its acknowledgment at time t1. Then the number of
bytes getting ACKed during the flight of packet P can be
computed as (t1 − t0)/∆t = RTT/∆t3. Note that the time
difference t1− t0 is the RTT of the packet P . Furthermore, in
an uncongested stable link, the RTTs of all of the packets will
be same as RTT = t1 − t0 and this value will be estimated
as the minimum RTT by TCP BBR. We will refer to this
value as the uncongested average RTT and call it RTTUCAV.
The delivery rate estimate during the flight of packet P is
computed as:

dp =
1

RTT

RTT

∆t
=

1

∆t
. (3)

Thus, in a stable link case, during the flight of each
packet, the delivery rate will be always computed as the initial
bandwidth and the minimum RTT as the uncongested average
RTT. This will result in bandwidth estimation during the jth

bandwidth probe cycle as BW j = 1/∆t, ∀j.
Next, consider a wireless link with uncongested average

RTT RTTUCAV, where there may be an offset between the RTT
of each packet and the average RTT due to RTT variation.
Recall that BBR computes the delivery rate by measuring
the number of bytes acknowledged over an RTT. Although

3For a stable link, we can assume that the number of bytes sent is equal
to the number of bytes ACKed during the flight of packet P .

these windows may vary around RTTUCAV due to the link
RTT variation, for simplicity, we assume RTTUCAV as the
observation window and compute delivery rate on the expi-
ration of such window. Then the delivery rate estimate during
each observation window in the jth bandwidth probe cycle is
computed as:

dj =
1

RTTUCAV
min

(
Wj ,

RTTUCAV

∆tj−1

)
, (4)

where ∆tj−1 is the inter-departure time of the packets during
the jth bandwidth probe cycle based upon the bandwidth
estimate in the (j − 1)th bandwidth probe cycle. Note that
the initial inter-departure time in the first bandwidth cycle
is computed using the bandwidth estimate in the bandwidth
estimation phase, i.e. ∆t0 = 1/BWBEP. Wj is the CWND
during the jth bandwidth probe cycle based upon the band-
width estimation in the (j − 1)th bandwidth probe cycle and
minimum RTT until the (j − 1)th bandwidth probe cycle. W0

is computed using the bandwidth estimate in the bandwidth
estimation phase and minimum RTT estimation in the drain
phase, i.e W0 = 2BWBEPE

[
RTT
∧]

. If Wj is lower than the
number of packets that can be transmitted by the TCP source
during an RTT, then in the jth bandwidth probe cycle CWND
exhaustion may occur. Thus, the bandwidth estimation in the
jth bandwidth probe cycle can be computed as:

BW j=
1

RTTUCAV
min

(
Wj ,

RTTUCAV

∆tj−1

)
=

1

RTTUCAV
min

(
2RTT j−1

min

∆tj−1
,
RTTUCAV

∆tj−1

)
=

1

RTTUCAV∆tj−1
min

(
2RTT j−1

min , RTTUCAV

) (5)

where RTT j−1
min is the minimum of all RTT values observed

until the (j − 1)th bandwidth probe cycle.
We further simplify (5) to obtain the bottleneck bandwidth

in the two boundary cases: the low delay variation regime and
the high delay variation regime. In the low delay variation
regime, the effect of variation will not be prominent, i.e.
min

(
2RTT j−1

min , RTTUCAV

)
= RTTUCAV. Then, the band-

width estimate in the jth bandwidth probe cycle can be simply
written as:

BW j =
1

∆tj−1
. (6)

From (6), we can observe that in the low delay variation
regime, where CWND exhaustion is not likely and the esti-
mated minimum RTT is greater than half of the RTTUCAV,
BBR estimates the bottleneck link bandwidth close to the link
capacity and will not suffer the bandwidth estimate collapse.

Next, consider a high delay variation regime, where the
minimum RTT falls below half of RTTUCAV. Recall from
the previous discussion that the CWND in the jth bandwidth
probe cycle is a function of the minimum RTT RTT j−1

min

and the bandwidth estimate (1/∆tj−1) after the (j − 1)th

bandwidth probe cycle. Thus, a significant drop in the estimate

5
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(b) Minimum RTT estimate
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(c) BBR throughput

Fig. 5: BBR2016 experimental and analytical results: the bottleneck link bandwidth estimate, minimum RTT estimate, and
throughput observed during our experiment and predicted by our mathematical model. Both the experimental system and the
mathematical model consider an RTT normally distributed with mean 5 ms and jitter varied in the range of 0 ms to 1.5ms.

RTT j−1
min due to high RTT variation will result in significantly

smaller CWND (less than average uncongested BDP), which
will result in CWND exhaustion. Furthermore, in this regime,
min

(
2RTT j−1

min , RTTUCAV

)
= 2RTT j−1

min . Then, the band-
width estimate in the jth bandwidth probe cycle can be written
as:

BW j =
1

∆tj−1

2RTT j−1
min

RTTUCAV
. (7)

From (7), we can observe that in a high delay variation
regime, when the minimum RTT estimate falls below half
of the RTTUCAV, the bottleneck link bandwidth estimate will
keep reducing with the depletion of the minimum RTT esti-
mate. This happens because a lower estimate of the minimum
RTT results in a lower estimate of CWND, which in turn
results in CWND exhaustion events. In a high RTT variation
regime, it is highly likely that the minimum RTT falls below
the RTTUCAV which we will discuss in the next section.

The expressions in (5), (6), and (7) explain the bandwidth
estimates obtained in different delay variation regimes.

D. RTT Probe Phase

BBR spends around 98% of the time in the Bandwidth
Probe phase [12]. At every ACK arrival, BBR updates the
minimum RTT value if a new minimum RTT value is obtained.
If in an entire duration of 10 seconds BBR does not update
the minimum RTT value, it enters the RTT Probe Phase
which has a duration of 200 ms, where it maintains a low
CWND of 4 packets. From the bandwidth probe phase, we
observe that when the minimum RTT falls below half of
the uncongested average RTT, i.e. RTTUCAV, throughput and
bandwidth estimate collapse will occur. Thus, we are interested
in obtaining the expected value of the minimum RTT during
a TCP BBR session and the RTT variation that will cause
throughput and bandwidth estimation collapse.

1) Expected value of minimum RTT: Based upon our previ-
ous discussion, the minimum RTT RTTmin is either obtained in
the RTT probe phase or in the bandwidth probe phase. Let us
assume that a and b are the minimum RTT values obtained in

the Probe RTT phase and probe bandwidth phase, respectively.
Then, minimum RTT can be written as:

RTTmin = min(a, b). (8)

Although RTT values may be correlated, for simplicity, we
model RTT samples obtained during Probe RTT Phase as inde-
pendent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables. Let
us assume that RTT sample in the probe RTT phase is denoted
by X . We further assume that the RTT samples in the Probe
Bandwidth Phase are i.i.d. and denoted as Y . We model the
RTT samples in these two phases by different random variables
as BBR may have queueing delay in the probe bandwidth
phases since it always maintains a CWND twice of BDP.

In (8), a := min{x1, x2, · · · , xN} is the minimum RTT
value obtained from N i.i.d. samples following the distribu-
tion A observed in the Probe RTT Phase. Similarly, b :=
min{y1, y2, · · · , yM} is the minimum RTT value obtained
from M i.i.d. samples following the distribution B observed
in the Probe Bandwidth Phase. Then, the expected value of
RTTmin is computed as:

E [RTTmin] =

∫ ∞
0

P (RTTmin > s) ds

=

∫ ∞
0

P [xi > s]P [yj > s] ds,∀i ∈ {1, N}, ∀j ∈ {1,M}

=

∫ ∞
0

P [x > s]
N P [y > s]

M
ds

=

∫ ∞
0

(1− FX(s))
N

(1− FY (s))
M
ds

(9)

where FX(·) and FY (·) are the cumulative distribution func-
tions (CDF) of X and Y , respectively. In (9), the second step
is obtained using the fact that RTT samples are independent.

2) Prediction of throughput and estimated bandwidth col-
lapse: To predict the throughput and the bandwidth estimate
collapse with the link RTT variation, we assume following:
• We assume that the bandwidth was correctly estimated in

all the previous phases before bandwidth and throughput
collapse starts.
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Fig. 6: Router backlog and queueing delay in BBR2016.
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Fig. 7: Probability of bottleneck link bandwidth estimate
collapse and experiment values in a varying RTT link for TCP
BBR2016: our model shows that with higher jitter values, the
probability of throughput and bottleneck estimated bandwidth
collapse increases.

• Based upon our observations, we assume that throughput
collapse happens only in the Probe Bandwidth Phase.

Let us assume that L is the number of RTT samples obtained
during Probe Bandwidth Phase before the minimum RTT is
estimated below half of the true uncongested average RTT
(RTTUCAV). Then, the minimum RTT value is computed as:

c = min{b1, b2, · · · , bL} (10)

Recall that bottleneck bandwidth estimation and throughput
collapse happens when the minimum RTT is estimated below
half of RTTUCAV. Thus, to evaluate the jitter at which this
collapse happens, we need to solve the equation below:

P
[
c <

RTTUCAV

2

]
> 1− ε

⇔ FC

(
RTTUCAV

2

)
> 1− ε

⇔ 1−
(

1− FY

(
RTTUCAV

2

))L

> 1− ε

⇔ FY

(
RTTUCAV

2

)
> 1− L

√
ε,

(11)

where ε is small number chosen arbitrarily. Note that the third
step in (11) is obtained using independence of RTT samples.

E. Experimental and Analytical Result Comparison

In our analytical evaluations, we assume that the RTT sam-
ples in the probe RTT phase are i.i.d. and follow a truncated

normal distribution with the lower bound as the propagation
and transmission delay η, i.e., X ∼ N (µ, σ; η,∞). As the
CWND is maintained at twice the BDP in the probe bandwidth
phase, BBR introduces queueing delay at the bottleneck link.
Let us assume that the queueing delay δ(σ) at the bottleneck
link is a function of jitter only. Note that we obtain δ(σ) from
the testbed experiments using the router average backlog (see
Fig. 6). Then, we compute δ(σ) as the ratio of router average
backlog to the bottleneck link capacity in packets per second.
Thus, the RTT samples in the probe bandwidth phase are
i.i.d. and follow a truncated normal distribution with the lower
bound as the propagation and link transmission delay η, i.e.
Y ∼ N (µ+δ(σ), σ; η,∞). In (9), the value of N is computed
as the ratio of CWND in probe RTT phase (4 packets) times
probe RTT duration (200 ms) to average RTT, i.e. N = 160
packets. We consider M = 10000 packets based upon the
throughput in the high delay variation regime.

As BBR estimates the bottleneck link bandwidth and the
minimum RTT using a feedback mechanism, which involves
information obtained on previous phases, we simulated the
TCP session in Fig. 5(a) to evaluate the average bandwidth
estimate. To calculate how the bandwidth estimate is updated
throughout the bandwidth probe phase, we use (5). In Fig. 5(b)
we use the average queueing delay information from our
experiment to compute the minimum RTT estimate in our
analytical results. From Fig. 5, we observe that our analytical
results closely follow the experimental ones with a small
deviation for a few jitter values.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the probability of the throughput and
the bottleneck link bandwidth estimate collapse in the different
delay variation regimes. In Fig. 7, we selected L = 10000
packets based upon the throughput observed in the testbed
experiments in the high jitter regime. From Fig. 7, we observe
that in the low delay regime the probability of collapse tends to
zero, while in the high delay variation regime this probability
tends to one. In the cliff, we observe that the probability of
collapse lies between zero and one during a single bandwidth
probe cycle, i.e. collapse may or may not happen in the band-
width probe cycles. Thus, the results in Fig. 7 strongly agree
with our experimental observations described in Section II.

IV. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Based upon the expression in (5), we propose two possible
solutions to alleviate the throughput and bandwidth estimate
collapse. Note from the expression in (5) that the bandwidth
estimate in the jth bandwidth probe cycle can be affected
by either the incorrect bandwidth estimate in the (j − 1)th

bandwidth probe cycle or by the incorrect estimate of the
minimum RTT values observed till the (j − 1)th bandwidth
probe cycle. A solution would be to obtain the correct estimate
of the bottleneck link bandwidth and the minimum RTT of
the TCP session. To check the efficacy of such a solution, we
implement an ad hoc solution, where we assume that BBR has
the information of the actual bottleneck link capacity or the
minimum RTT of the TCP session. We implement these two
possible solutions in both BBR2016 and BBR2019. BBRcbe

2016
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(a) TCP throughput
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(d) Smoothed TCP RTT
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Fig. 8: Implementation of two possible solutions in the BBR source code: either the bottleneck link capacity or the uncongested
average RTT value is provided. Note that BBR2016 is the original version as of Linux kernel 4.12 without any modifications,
BBRcbe

2016 is the version with the correct bottleneck link bandwidth provided to BBR2016 source code, BBRcmrt
2016 is the version

with the correct minimum RTT provided to BBR2016 source code. Similar notation applies to BBR2019, BBRcbe
2019, and BBRcmrt

2019.

and BBRcbe
2019 are the BBR versions, where we provided the

correct information of the bottleneck link capacity to BBR2017

and BBR2019, respectively. Similarly, BBRcmrt
2016 and BBRcmrt

2019

are BBR versions where we provided RTTUCAV to BBR2016

and BBR2019, respectively.
Recall from Section II that BBR2016 obtains incorrect esti-

mates of the bottleneck link bandwidth and minimum RTT, due
to CWND exhaustion. In particular, we observed from both
our experiments and analytical model that bandwidth estimate
collapse is evident when the minimum RTT estimate is less
than half of the RTTUCAV. By providing BBR2016 the correct
bottleneck link bandwidth, BBRcbe

2016 maintains a constant
sending rate (see Fig. 8(b)) and a higher value of CWND
as compared to BBR2016 (see Fig. 8(e)), which results in
alleviating CWND exhaustion events. However, in a high delay
variation regime, CWND still collapses as the minimum RTT
estimate drops to a significantly low value, which results in
CWND exhaustion events. As a result, throughput collapses as
well. Note that for most jitter values, BBRcbe

2016 achieves higher
TCP throughput without adding significant delay (around 2
ms) (see Fig. 8(d))).

By modifying BBR2016 with the RTTUCAV for this experi-
ment (see Fig. 8(c)), we can observe that BBRcmrt

2016 avoids any

bandwidth estimate collapse and always maintains a higher
CWND (see Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(e)). Recall from our previous
discussion in Section II about BBR2016 for a link with no
RTT variation that BBR2016 never exits startup phase possibly
due to a bug in the BBR code. We encounter the same
problem in BBRcmrt

2016 for the zero jitter value, where it does
not leave the startup phase. As a high CWND is maintained
in BBRcmrt

2016, BBRcmrt
2016 can obtain high delivery rate estimates

even with the link RTT variation, which results in a high
bandwidth estimate. Furthermore, the CWND in BBRcmrt

2016

decreases somewhat in the high delay variation regime as
BBR maintains a safe margin to avoid unnecessary queueing
at the bottleneck link by setting the CWND as the minimum
of the target CWND and the sum of previous CWND and
packets ACKed during last RTT (see Fig.8(e)). Here, the target
CWND is twice the estimated BDP in the last bandwidth probe
phase. The CWND in BBRcmrt

2016 is maintained significantly
higher than CWND in BBR2016, which results in lower inter-
departure time of the packets. This in turn results in a higher
queueing delay (see Fig. 8(d)). As BBRcmrt

2016 maintains high
CWND, CWND exhaustion events are avoided which results
in higher throughput performance(see Fig. 8(a)). Note that in
both potential solutions BBRcbe

2016 and BBRcmrt
2016, the modified
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BBR versions achieve higher throughput compared to the
default implementation.

Recall from Section II that BBR2019 obtains incorrect esti-
mates of the bottleneck link bandwidth and minimum RTT, due
to the same CWND exhaustion problems that BBR2016 has.
As BBRcbe

2019 maintains a higher CWND (by approximately 120
MSS) (see Fig. 8(e)) and constant sending rate (see Fig. 8b),
BBRcbe

2019 alleviates CWND exhaustion events that results in
higher throughput (see Fig. 8(a)). A higher CWND also results
in slightly higher delay as a result of queueing at the bottleneck
link(see Fig. 8(d) and negligibly higher minimum RTT (see
Fig 8(b)). Furthermore, by obtaining the correct minimum
RTT of the TCP session as RTTUCAV, BBRcmrt

2019 estimates
the correct BDP of the bottleneck link and CWND. We can
observe from Fig 8(a) and Fig. 8(d) that BBRcmrt

2019 attains a very
high throughput (close to the bottleneck link capacity) and an
almost constant smoothed RTT for different jitter values.

Based on our findings, we conclude that if BBR2019 esti-
mates RTTUCAV as the minimum RTT, it can achieve max-
imum throughput and minimum delay. However, BBR2019

estimates the minimum RTT as the minimum of all of the
RTT samples, which results in performance degradation in
a RTT varying link as we have argued in this work. In our
future work, we are will use both short term and long-term
statistics to optimize BBR performance. A possible solution
is to correctly estimate RTTUCAV involves using the statistics
of RTT samples in the probe RTT phases, instead of a priori
providing the information to the source code. In this phase, the
CWND is set to a minimum of four packets, which depletes the
bottleneck link queue and the bottleneck link will be eventually
uncongested. By gathering statistics of RTT samples, such as
mean, variance, and the 95% percentile value, we plan to build
an RTTUCAV estimator.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a mathematical and experimental
evaluation of TCP BBR over an RTT varying link. In our
preliminary experiments over a mmWave point-to-point link
operating at 60 GHz, we observed significant throughput loss
with BBR2016. We argued that the performance degradation
in BBR is caused by the link RTT variation, which results in
incorrect estimates of the bottleneck link bandwidth and min-
imum RTT. To justify this, we conducted several experiments
in a controlled environment over CloudLab. We observed that
in an RTT varying link, when the minimum RTT estimates
fall below half of the true uncongested average RTT, BBR
suffers a throughput collapse due to CWND exhaustion. Our
mathematical model provides an estimate of the bottleneck
link bandwidth and minimum RTT, while simultaneously
predicting the point at which the throughput and bandwidth
estimate collapse occurs in a link with delay variance. We
argue that any TCP congestion control algorithm that aims
to operate around the BDP by estimating the bottleneck link
bandwidth and RTT may suffer similar challenges as BBR in
an RTT varying link. Based on our mathematical analysis, we

argued that obtaining the correct estimates of the bottleneck
link bandwidth and minimum RTT will mitigate such events.
Our preliminary implementation shows that by obtaining cor-
rect estimates, BBR can avoid throughput collapses without
adding significant latency. Our future work includes designing
a method for obtaining estimates of the bottleneck link band-
width and minimum RTT in an RTT varying link by exploiting
the statistics of RTT samples in the probe RTT phase.
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